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Special Permit Update
Varsity’s application for a Special Permit was denied on September 17’
• SP required a super majority (5 of 7 votes in favor); Varsity received 4 of 7 votes.
• Varsity appealed the decision in Federal Court under the TCA of 1996

Varsity and the Town agreed to settle the litigation on June 18’.
• Among other conditions, Varsity would contribute $15,000 to Town for landscaping of Town Hall to

provide additional screening of the facility

Additional litigation ensued and was resolved in Federal Court in April 19’
• Dissenting members of Planning Board tried to intervene on Town’s behalf

Dissenter’s appeal was dismissed in Federal Court August ’19
Varsity (Everest) was issued a Special Permit to construct a 109’
monopole tower.
• While Everest can commence installation, it is seeking to resolve a final matter with the

Massachusetts Historical Commission and Hamilton Historic District Commission.
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Mass Historic Timeline
June 17’ - Varsity’s SHPO consultant, EBI, submitted documentation to MHC
with its determination of “no adverse effect”
July 17’ – MHC noticed Varsity of concerns by Hamilton Historic District
Commission
August 17’ – Varsity/EBI provided follow up documentation with MHC
September 17’ – MHC found that proposed work would have an ‘adverse
effect’
• . . . Adverse effect on Hamilton Town Hall and Hamilton Historic District… MHC and

looked forward to Varsity’s mitigation plan.

January 18’ – Varsity met with the Hamilton Historic District Commission to
discuss proposed visual mitigation solution including a faux pine tree or
natural screening (tree landscaping)
Varsity held on further action until resolution of the SP litigation

September 19’ – Varsity submitted an update to the MHC, including
settlement of Town litigation and landscaping contribution.
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Visual Mitigation
• The approved Tower site is located behind Town Hall in the Town’s DPW yard.
• The approved Tower will be visible from less than 4% of the entire Historic District

area (62 acres).
• Overall views of Tower are overwhelmingly obscured by Town Hall and existing

landscape.
• Views of the Tower are limited to:
• Pedestrians passing the primary entrance to the Town Hall and DPW.
• There is a partial view when passing the exit of Town Hall

• Automobiles entering the Town Hall driveway and parking areas.

• Additional screening can be added to the property to further obscure visibility from

Town Hall’s entrance
• Varsity’s settlement with the Town included $15,000 payment to Town to use for additional

landscaping to screen the Tower.
• The Town is finalizing a renovation of the exterior of the property, including parking, ingress and

egress that can be leveraged to enhance the affect of additional screening

• Varsity has provided a sketch of proposed changes that illustrate the effect of

additional plantings at the property.
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Existing Conditions
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Landscaping Option
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Additions:
1 – Slight arcing (red) of existing driveway curb 2-3’ towards
building to direct eyes away from DPW yard and tower; add space
for larger caliper trees
2 - Plant several 3”-5” caliper (15’-25’) Pin Oaks to provide
additional screening and shade in new parking area. Fast growing
trees; height of 50’-70’ and spreads of 25’-40’ at maturity.
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Natural Screening – Pin Oak
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Existing Visibility
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Existing Visibility
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